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In fourteen chapters of his two-volume true Christianity, Swedenborg presents his theological views against the background and in contrast to key concepts of Protestant Christianity, such as the nature of God and the Trinity; how and why Jesus redeemed the human race; The nature of the Bible; The multi-layered values of the Ten Commandments; how
faith and good deeds contribute to salvation; the true nature and purpose of baptism and the Holy Supper (Happiness); and the Last Court, the Second Coming and the Descent of New Jerusalem. It includes the most extended and practice-oriented discussion of How to effectively rest from sin. The tone of the work is often blunt and confrontational and when
it resorts to reducing opposing arguments to the absurd, destructive biting and witty. Recommended for those who have a special interest in studying Swedenborg's theological views and seeing the biblical support he offers for them. It also includes extensive reports on Swedenborg's spiritual experience. Volume 1 provides unique answers to humanity's age-
old question about the nature of God and about Jesus - not only what his purpose was and how he fulfilled it, but why his life and death are still relevant to us now. About Deluxe EditionTrue Christianity: Containing the comprehensive theology of the new church that was predicted by the Lord in Daniel 7:13-14 and Revelation 21:1, 2, Volume 1, Emanuel
Swedenborg. Originally published as Swedenborg in Amsterdam in 1771. Translated by Jonathan S. Rose. This Volume Deluxe includes the foreword of the translator; Introduction by R. Guy Erwin; Explaining the conventions used in the series, along with the list of Swedenborg's works mentioned in the volume; A recently translated text of Swedenborg's
work; 90 pages of endnots by Glen M. Cooper, George F. Dole, R. Guy Erwin, Jonathan S. Rose and Stuart Shotwell; The bibliography of the works in the notes; and a biographical note about Swedenborg. 2006.Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772) was a Swedish scholar, nobleman and theologian who spent his life exploring the mysteries of the soul. Born in
Stockholm to a solidly Lutheran family, he graduated from Uppsala University and then traveled to England, Holland, France and Germany to study the leading scholars of the time. He received favors from King Charles XII of Sweden, who gave him the position of swedish mining warden. He later won a seat in the Swedish House of Nobles by Charles XII's
successor, queen Ulrika Eleanor. Between 1743 and 1745 he began to have visions of heaven, hell and Jesus Christ, leading to a flood of books about the nature of God, the afterlife, and the inner meaning of the Bible. He devoted the last decades of his life to the study of Scripture and to present his unique theology World. Jonathan S. Rose is the editor of
the New Century Edition series, an ongoing project that includes the latest scholarship to produce a contemporary, accessible translation of Emanuel Swedenborg's theological works. With a bachelor's and doctorate in religion and a Ph.D. in Latin, he has worked for many years in neo-Latin studies and In Swedish studies. He was both a chaplain and a
professor of religion and sacred languages at Bryn Atin College before taking up his current position. This freshly completed work is of the utmost importance to all who are interested in understanding Swedenborg's thoughts. In my opinion, this is important for both students and scientists, who will find it both fascinating reading and an invaluable addition to
this field. Comprehensive and illuminating preface, introduction and notes bring new ideas to the text and its contents; they are really distinctive contributions that make this edition of True Christianity a must for any good library. - Dr. Antoine Favre, Emeritus Professor of History of Esoteric and Mystical Currents in Modern and Modern Europe, Sorbonne True
Christianity is a stone of Swedenborg's thought and probably the best summation of his theology. It is invaluable for understanding the deeper meaning of Christianity. This new version, the best ever created, presents this master's work with clarity and grace. Notes and introductions are not only useful, but also fascinating. -Richard Smoli, author of the Book
of Inner Christianity: A Guide to Esoteric Tradition and The Forbidden Faith: The Gnostic LegacyIn the New Century Edition of Emanuel Swedenborg presents a modern, scientific translation of Swedenborg's theological works. The easy-to-read style of the series preserves the dignity, diversity, clarity and gender-inclusive language of the original Latina
Swedenborg, bringing his thoughts to life. The introduction and annotations of eminent international scholars will blend Swedenborg's writings into their historical context and illuminate obscure references in the text, allowing readers to understand and trace Swedenborg's influence like never before. Find out more about new Century Edition New Century
Edition SubscriptionsIf you'd like to get every volume in hardcover Deluxe as it comes out, you can become a subscriber to the New Century Edition. All subscribers receive 30% of the purchase price. Instead of $29.95 in that, you will be billed $20.95, plus shipping. If you become a member of the Swedenborg Foundation for $25, you will also receive an
additional 20% discount on this and all other purchases of books published by the Swedenborg Foundation when you order from us. When ordered as part of a subscription, the New Century Edition volume will then cost $14.95 each as well as shipping. To sign up for a subscription, call the Foundation by phone ext 109, or email us info@swedenborg.com.
Include your name, address, city, state, postcode, home phone, work phone and email address with your request. Please let us know if you want to purchase any of the volumes that have already been published. You can subscribe to the full series or only the remaining volumes that have not yet been published. With a subscription, you get with our
compliment companion compliments to the New Century Edition, sold separately for $29.95: Emanuel Swedenborg: Essays for a New Century Edition about his life, works and impact. You can cancel your subscription at any time without penalty and keep the premium volume of the essay as our gift. The foreword of the translator, Jonathan S. RoseWorks is
quoted in the foreword of the Translator Selected list of editions of true ChristianityOn true Christianity: The introduction to Swedenborg of the most comprehensive and systematic theological writing in terms of the religion of his contemporaries, R. Guy ErwinWorks Is Quoted in IntroductionShort Titles and Other Conventions Used in This WorkVery 1Vere new
Heaven and New Church Chapter 1: God CreatorThe Oneness of God At the Heart of Divine Reality or Jehovah's Infinity of God: His Unusualness and Eternity The Essence of God: Divine Love and Wisdom Of God's Almighty, Omnipotence, and the ubiquity Creation of the UniverseChapter 2: Lord RedeemerRedemptionChapter 3: Holy Spirit and Divine
ActionSamaya Divine TrinityChapter 4 : Holy Scripture, Word of LordChapter 5: Cat ehisis, or The Ten Commandments, explained both in its outer and in its inner meaningChaster 6: FaithChapter 7: Goodwill (or Love to Our Neighbor) and Good ActionsNotesNotes Works Cited in notes biographical note In fourteen chapters of his two-volume True
Christianity, Swedenborg presents his theological views against the background, and in contrast, key concepts in Protestant Christianity, such as nature as and why Jesus redeemed the human race; The nature of the Bible; The multi-layered values of the Ten Commandments; how faith and good deeds contribute to salvation; the true nature and purpose of
baptism and the Holy Supper (Happiness); and the Last Court, the Second Coming and the Descent of New Jerusalem. It includes the most extended and practice-oriented discussion of How to effectively rest from sin. The tone of the work is often blunt and confrontational and when it resorts to reducing opposing arguments to the absurd, destructive biting
and witty. Recommended for those who have a special interest in studying Swedenborg's theological views and seeing the biblical support he offers for them. It also includes extensive reports on Swedenborg's spiritual experience. Volume 2 covers topics such as freedom repentance, the transformation of the inner being of man during the spiritual
awakening, the rites of baptism and the Holy Supper (Happiness) and the Second Suhi of the Lord. About Deluxe EditionTrue Christianity: Containing the comprehensive theology of the new church that was predicted by the Lord in Daniel 7:13-14 and Revelation 21:1, 2, Volume 2, Emanuel Swedenborg. Originally published as Swedenborg in Amsterdam in
1771. Translated by Jonathan S. Rose. This Volume Deluxe includes the foreword of the translator; Explaining the conventions used in the series, along with the list of Swedenborg's works mentioned in the volume; A recently translated text of Swedenborg's work; seventy-three pages of Ruben's endnotates. Bell, Glen M. Cooper, Lisa Hyatt Cooper, George
F. Dole, R. Guy Ervin, Christine King, Jonathan S. Rose, Fitzhug L. Shaw, Stuart Shotwell, Richard Lealey and Lee S. Wufenden; The bibliography of the works in the notes; Index of preface, introduction and notes; index to biblical passages in True Christianity; a table of parallels between true Christianity and other theological works of Swedenborg; Index of
True Christianity; and a biographical note about Swedenborg.Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772) was a Swedish scholar, nobleman and theologian who spent his life exploring the mysteries of the soul. Born in Stockholm to a solidly Lutheran family, he graduated from Uppsala University and then traveled to England, Holland, France and Germany to study
the leading scholars of the time. He received favors from King Charles XII of Sweden, who gave him the position of swedish mining warden. He later won a seat in the Swedish House of Nobles by Charles XII's successor, queen Ulrika Eleanor. Between 1743 and 1745 he began to have visions of heaven, hell and Jesus Christ, leading to a flood of books
about the nature of God, the afterlife, and the inner meaning of the Bible. He devoted the last decades of his life to the study of Scripture and to present his unique theology to the world. Jonathan S. Rose is the editor of the New Century Edition series, an ongoing project that includes the latest scholarship to produce a contemporary, accessible translation of
Emanuel Swedenborg's theological works. With a bachelor's and doctorate in religion and a Ph.D. in Latin, he has worked for many years in neo-Latin studies and In Swedish studies. He was both a chaplain and a professor of religion and sacred languages at Bryn Atin College before taking up his current position. This freshly completed work is of the utmost
importance to all who are interested in understanding Swedenborg's thoughts. In my opinion, this is important for both students and scientists, who will find it both fascinating reading and an invaluable addition to this field. Teh and the coverage of the preface, introduction and notes brings new ideas to the text and its contents; they are really distinctive
contributions that make this edition of True Christianity a must for any good library. - Dr. Antoine Favre, Emeritus Professor of History of Esoteric and Mystical Currents in Modern and Modern Europe, Sorbonne True Christianity is a stone of Swedenborg's thought and probably the best summation of his theology. It is invaluable for understanding the deeper
meaning of Christianity. This new version, the best ever created, presents this master's work with clarity and grace. Notes and introductions are not only useful, but also fascinating. -Richard Smoli, author of the Book of Inner Christianity: A Guide to Esoteric Tradition and The Forbidden Faith: The Gnostic LegacyIn the New Century Edition of Emanuel
Swedenborg presents a modern, scientific translation of Swedenborg's theological works. The easy-to-read style of the series preserves the dignity, diversity, clarity and gender-inclusive language of the original Latina Swedenborg, bringing his thoughts to life. The introduction and annotations of eminent international scholars will blend Swedenborg's writings
into their historical context and illuminate obscure references in the text, allowing readers to understand and trace Swedenborg's influence like never before. Find out more about new Century Edition New Century Edition SubscriptionsIf you'd like to get every volume in hardcover Deluxe as it comes out, you can become a subscriber to the New Century
Edition. All subscribers receive 30% of the purchase price. Instead of $29.95 in that, you will be billed $20.95, plus shipping. If you become a member of the Swedenborg Foundation for $25, you will also receive an additional 20% discount on this and all other purchases of books published by the Swedenborg Foundation when you order from us. When
ordered as part of a subscription, the New Century Edition volume will then cost $14.95 each as well as shipping. To sign up, call the Foundation at 610-430-3222, ext 109 or email us at info@swedenborg.com. Include your name, address, city, state, postcode, home phone, work phone and email address with your request. Please let us know if you want to
purchase any of the volumes that have already been published. You can subscribe to the full series or only the remaining volumes that have not yet been published. With a subscription, you get with our compliment companion compliments to the New Century Edition, sold separately for $29.95: Emanuel Swedenborg: Essays for a New Century Edition about
his life, works and impact. You can cancel your subscription at any time without penalty and keep the premium volume of the essay as our gift. The foreword of the translator, Jonathan S. Rose's works is quoted in the foreword of the translator's short titles and Conventions Used in This WorkIn Volume 2Chapter 8: Free Choice Chapter 9: Repentance
Chapter 10: Reformation and Regeneration Chapter 11: Appointment of Spiritual Credit or Blame Chapter 12: Epiphany Chapter 13: Holy Supper Chapter 14: Closing Of the Era; Let's prepare the Lord. and New Heaven and the New Church Additional Material author Author's table of content Author's Index of commemorative casesInnotation and indices Of
industries, given in the Index Notes to the Forewords, Introduction and Index notes to Bible Passages in the True Christian Table of Parallel Passages index of True Christianity Biographical Note true christianity swedenborg pdf. emanuel swedenborg true christianity pdf
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